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An experimental investigation was carried out to characterize the flow field in a liquid impinging jet con-
fined by inclined plane walls at an angle of 12� relative to the plate and emanating from a rectangular
duct for two non-Newtonian fluids and a Newtonian reference fluid. The nozzle-to-plate distance (D)
was kept constant at D/H = 0.8. The experiments were complemented by a numerical investigation for
purely viscous generalized Newtonian fluids. Detailed measurements of mean flow fields were carried
out by laser-Doppler anemometry at inlet duct Reynolds numbers of 200 pertaining to laminar flow
regime and all flow fields were found to be symmetric relative to the x–y and x–z center planes. The
two non-Newtonian fluids were aqueous solutions of xanthan gum (XG) and polyacrylamide (PAA) at
weight concentrations of 0.2% and 0.125% respectively. A characteristic three-dimensional helical flow
was seen to exist inside the recirculation, starting at the symmetry plane and spiraling to the flat side
walls, which eliminated the separated flow region near these side walls, as previously found for Newto-
nian fluids [5]. Upon reaching the flat side wall region, the fluid in helical motion exits the recirculation
and joins the main flow stream creating near-wall jets which were enhanced by the non-Newtonian fluid
nature. The PAA solution, which was more elastic than the XG solution, was found to be subject to larger
decelerations than the XG solution in the vicinity of the impinging plate. The numerical simulations
investigated the roles of shear-thinning and inertia on the main flow characteristics for purely viscous
fluids at Reynolds numbers between 10 and 800. The length of the recirculation (LR) is constant in the
central portion of the channel and decays to zero before reaching the flat side walls. At high Reynolds
numbers a slight increase in LR at the edge of the core of the flow is apparent. As expected, inertia
increases the length of the recirculation as for Newtonian fluids, but somewhat surprisingly it also
increases the three-dimensional nature of the flow by reducing the extent of the central core. Shear-
thinning enhances the role of inertia especially at high Reynolds numbers, whereas at low Reynolds
numbers the opposite behavior is observed.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Confined impinging jets are frequently used to enhance heat
and mass transfer since the high velocity fluid impinging the solid
surface creates a very thin heat and/or mass boundary layer in
addition to the beneficial effect of convective transport. Impinging
jets are found in various industrial processes and systems such as
in paper and textile drying, steel mills, tempering of glass, cooling
of turbine blades and of electronic components. Hence, they have
been the subject of many investigations to characterize the flow
patterns, as well as the corresponding heat and mass transfer
fluxes, and the relation between these fluxes and the geometric
ll rights reserved.
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parameters and inlet flow conditions. Some early experimental
contributions were those of Gardon and Akfirat [11,12] and of
Korger and Krizek [16], amongst others. With the advent of
accurate optical diagnostics in fluid mechanics such techniques
as laser-Doppler anemometry (LDA) and more recently particle
image velocimetry (PIV) became easily available and detailed
experimental programs have extensively documented some basic
flows.

Liquid single-phase impinging jets are usually either submerged
or free-surface jets. In submerged jets, the liquid issues into a re-
gion containing the same liquid at rest, whereas in free-surface
jets, the liquid jet is surrounded by ambient air or gas. Submerged
jets can be unconfined or confined by a surface; in the latter case,
there is usually a plate attached to the nozzle and more often than
not the nozzle is parallel to the impinging surface. Narayanan et al.
[21] investigated the flow pattern and heat transfer of plane
impinging turbulent jets addressing specifically the effect of
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ejector clearance, which was varied between 3.5 and 5 hydraulic
diameters. Chen and Modi [6] investigated also rectangular turbu-
lent impinging jets aimed at quantifying the mass transfer rate.

Garimella and Rice [13] investigated circular jets confined by a
conical wall. They divided the impinging jet flow field into the free-
jet region, the impingement region and the wall region. In the free-
jet region the flow is axial and is unaffected by the presence of the
impinging plate. The axial velocity starts to decay at the nozzle
exit, provided the nozzle-to-plate distance is not too small, and
the jet spreads to the surroundings before the impingement.

Miranda and Campos [19,20], performed various studies in an
impinging jet confined by a conical wall. Miranda and Campos
[19] showed that the flow field and the mass transport in the con-
ical cell were similar to those in a cylindrical cell (parallel confine-
ment) and that the flow and the mass transfer characteristics could
be divided into impact and wall zones. They showed the existence
of a recirculation zone attached to the slopped wall (principal
recirculation) and a second small recirculation zone at the imping-
ing plate affecting considerably the flow in the exit when the flow
was laminar.

Miranda and Campos [20] showed also that the use of imping-
ing jets confined by a conical wall reduces the concentration
polarization phenomenon in a membrane separation process.
Since the solute accumulation in the mass boundary layer is re-
duced by the impact of the jet (thin mass boundary layer) and,
in addition, by the stronger convective transport there is a de-
crease in the osmotic pressure with a consequent increase of
the total pressure driving force relative to the corresponding
membrane without jet. However they concluded that the contact
area for separation by permeation is small in the conical geome-
try and suggested an improvement would result from the use of a
rectangular geometry with confinement by inclined plane walls.
Furthermore, most of the solutions to be permeated are polymeric
solutions exhibiting a non-Newtonian rheological behavior. This
behavior and the previous suggestion are the motivations to the
present investigation.

It is clear from a careful survey of the literature, that in spite of
the large body of work on confined impinging jets, there is a lack of
information regarding planar impinging jets confined by inclined
walls for Newtonian fluids and even more so when fluids have a
non-Newtonian rheological behavior, thus setting the stage for
the present experimental and numerical investigation. Here, the
clearance between the duct and the plate is very short, at 20% of
the duct height, and consequently the presence of the plate is felt
inside the duct, as will be shown later. At the impingement region,
the fluid strongly decelerates and is forced to change its direction,
flowing to the cell exit after passing through the wall region where
a boundary layer develops.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the next
section describes the experimental setup and the instrumentation
used. This is followed by the presentation and discussion of the
experimental results inside the upstream rectangular duct and in
the impinging flow cell. Afterwards, before presenting results of a
parametric numerical investigation, the numerical procedure is
succinctly presented and the results of some simulations are com-
pared with experimental data for the Newtonian and one non-
Newtonian fluid (xanthan gum solution). All numerical simulations
are for the Generalized Newtonian fluid model, where the viscosity
is represented by the Carreau model, when comparing with exper-
imental data, and by the power law when performing the paramet-
ric investigation on the effect of geometry variations on the
impinging flow cell characteristics. Given the viscoelastic nature
of the non-Newtonian fluids, it is important to refer that, simula-
tions with viscoelastic models were attempted, but these never
converged in this 3D flow. The paper closes with a summary of
the main conclusions and an outline of future work.
2. Experimental rig and instrumentation

2.1. Experimental set-up

The flow loop used in the present experiments is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1. In the following description we refer to numbers
in parenthesis identifying rig components, as in the figure. Flow
was provided by a progressive cavity pump (2) (mono pumps Dres-
ser model CB081AC1A3/G) fed directly from a stainless steel tank
of 175 l of capacity (1). One pulsation damper (3), located immedi-
ately downstream of the mono pump outlet, was used to smooth
out the flow and remove any pulsations prior to the inlet of the en-
trance reservoir (5). At the top of this reservoir, an air chamber
dampened any residual pulsations in order to ensure a steady flow
at the rectangular duct inlet. The 2.6 m long rectangular duct (6)
was made of four modules and had an internal cross section area
of 0.0052 m2 (height (H) �width (2�W) = 0.02 m � 0.26 m, corre-
sponding to an aspect ratio (AR) of 13). Each module was con-
structed from stainless steel plates, machined and ground to size
and then assembled with screws and a bonding agent. Visual
inspection did not show any misalignment or a step that could per-
turb the flow.

The origin of the coordinate system is located right in the middle
of the rectangular duct exit cross-section, with x denoting the
streamwise coordinate in the duct, y the transverse coordinate
and z the spanwise coordinate. This coordinate system is drawn
in Fig. 2, where the cell test section (7) is schematically represented.
The test section has two inclined plane walls, each one making an
angle of 12� relative to the flat surface (impinging plate), in order
to confine the jet flow inside the cell. The fluid exits the test section
through two symmetric thin vertical channels, each 4 mm thick (h)
and having the same width as the inlet rectangular duct, thus defin-
ing an aspect ratio of 65 for the identical outlet channels. The reser-
voirs (5) and the cell (7) were made of acrylic to allow velocity
measurements using a laser Doppler anemometer (LDA). The Ro-
man numbering in Fig. 2b concerns the blocks used to build the
computational meshes, as discussed in Section 5.1.

Eleven pressure taps were drilled along the rectangular duct x–y
center plane, with 200 mm spacing between consecutive taps. They
were used to study the development of the flow along the duct and
in addition their results did not show any signs of misalignment be-
tween the duct modules (manufactured to within machine toler-
ances of ±10 lm), i.e., visual inspection of the rectangular duct
and analysis of the pressure drop variation and LDA velocity mea-
surements did not show any perturbation to the flow.

Pressure differences were measured by a differential pressure
transducer, model P305D-S20 from Valydine. The transducer cali-
bration was carried out in a device made up of two independent
water columns with the water level checked by two precision rules
with accuracy better than ±0.1 mm. All the pressure taps were
drilled carefully to avoid spurious edge effects. For the design of
pressure taps, the recommendations of Shaw [27] and Franklin
and Wallace [10] were followed. The pressure measurements were
essentially used to help determine whether the flow was fully-
developed in the inlet duct.

An electromagnetic flowmeter, type Mag Master (4) from ABB
Taylor, measured the volumetric flow rates ( _Q in) in the range of
0–5 l/s with an accuracy of ±0.2% of full scale.

All the instruments were connected to a PC provided with a data
acquisition board interfaced with an Advantech PCLD-8115 card.
2.2. Laser-Doppler system

A 1-D laser-Doppler anemometer (LDA) from Dantec was used
to measure the mean velocity fields. The LDA was used in the
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the flow loop.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the cell test section and coordinate system centered in the x–y and x–z symmetry planes (a) only half the cell test section is shown; (b) a
quarter of the cell test section is shown (the Roman numbers refer to the computational meshes).

Table 1
Main characteristics of the LDA in air at e�2 intensity.

Laser wavelength 514.5 nm
Measured half angle of beams in air 3.65�

Dimensions of the measuring volume in air:
Major axis 2.53 mm
Minor axis 146 lm

Fringe spacing 4.041 lm
Frequency shift 0.6 MHz
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forward scatter mode and the light source was an air-cooled, mul-
timode 300 mW Ar-ion laser. The beam passed through a series of
optical elements before the Bragg cell, where a frequency shift of
0.6 MHz was imposed. The front lens had a 300 mm focal length
and the scattered light was collected by a photo-multiplier before
which stood an interference filter of 514.5 nm. After being band-
pass filtered, the signal from the photo-multiplier was processed
by a TSI 1990C counter operating in the single measurement per
burst mode with a frequency validation setting of 1% in the 10/
16 cycle comparison. A 1400 Dostek card interfaced the counter
with an 80486 based computer to provide all the statistical quan-
tities via a purpose-built software. For each point measured, a sam-
ple size of 10,000 values was taken. The refraction of the laser
beams at the plane walls of the duct and of the cell was taken into
account to correct the position of the control volume. Table 1 pro-
vides the main characteristics of the LDA control volume.

The LDA probe was mounted on a milling table with movement
in the three spatial coordinates. The system was used to measure
the mean velocities in the horizontal (u) and vertical (v) directions
along the duct and inside the cell. For the horizontal velocity com-
ponent inside the rectangular duct the laser beams were set to
cross each other in a horizontal plane. The milling table had a res-
olution of ±10 lm and the positioning of the LDA measuring vol-
ume in the channel is estimated to have a maximum total
uncertainty of ±150 lm considering its various contributions and
the control volume size in Table 1.
When measuring inside the test cell, the horizontal velocity
component could not be measured directly near the inclined wall,
because one of the beams collided with the wall. In such cases the
u velocity component was determined using vector composition
and from measurements of the vertical velocity component and
of a velocity component at an angle of 24� relative to the vertical
direction. Due to optical access limitations, these velocity measure-
ments inside the cell were not performed at the x–y the centre-
plane, but at a plane (z/W = 0.45) closer to the side wall, but where
the effect of the end wall on the flow was still negligible, as will be
shown in Section 4. Typical uncertainties associated to the mea-
surement of the mean streamwise velocity data were estimated
to be ±1% increasing to 2% for the transverse mean velocity and
to 3.5% for the indirectly measured mean horizontal velocities in-
side the cell.
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3. Fluid preparation and rheology

Measurements of the flow field were carried out with two aque-
ous polymer solutions based on xanthan gum (XG) and polyacryl-
amide (PAA) and for comparison purposes a glycerol–water
mixture was used as a reference Newtonian fluid. The XG (supplied
by the Kelco Division of Merck) is a food-grade polymer with a high
molecular weight and was studied at a weight concentration of
0.2%. The PAA (reference Separan AN-934 SH) has also a high
molecular weight and was studied at a weight concentration of
0.125%. To prevent bacteriological degradation, 0.02% by weight
of biocide (kathon LXE from Rhom and Hass) was added to all
the polymeric solutions.

All solutions were prepared with tap water following the same
procedure. In a large agitated tank the polymers were added slowly
to water while being stirred, after which the mixtures were agi-
tated for further 90 minutes. The solutions rested for 24 h to ensure
complete hydration of the molecules prior to their transfer to the
test rig. This was carried out after the fluid was further agitated
for 30 min to ensure full homogenization. Once the rig was filled,
air had to be removed through appropriate traps after several short
periods of pumping. Only at the end of this process the fluid was
ready for any rheological or hydrodynamic measurement, i.e., this
was the reference condition for rheological characterization and
the assessment of degradation. A progressive cavity pump was
used to minimize the mechanical degradation (decrease in rheo-
logical properties with time not exceeding 10%) and this was mon-
itored by periodically extracting fluid from the rig for rheological
characterization. This limited the use of a batch of fluid to about
72 h of pumping for the XG solution and to about 6 h of pumping
for the PAA solution, after which the fluid was discarded and a
new batch prepared. During all experiments, the temperature
was monitored in order to accurately determine the rheological
properties.

The shear rheology of the fluids was measured in a rheometer
(TA-AR 2000) implemented with a cone-plate geometry. The vari-
ation of the viscometric viscosity with the shear rate of the two
solutions is plotted in Fig. 3. Viscosity models were fitted to the
measured data by a least square method.

The Newtonian water-glycerin solution has a constant viscosity
of 0.0425 Pa s and a density of 1184 kg/m3. For both non-Newto-
nian solutions, we fitted the Carreau-Yasuda model Eq. (1)

gð _cÞ ¼ g1 þ ðg0 � g1Þ½1þ ðK _cÞa�
n�1

a ð1Þ
Fig. 3. Measured viscometric viscosity of PAA and XG solutions at 25 �C (symbols)
and comparisons with fitted Carreau-Yasuda (CY) and PTT models (lines).
with parameters g0, g1, K, n and a. The corresponding parameters
are listed in Table 2.

We also fitted the Phan-Thien–Tanner (PTT) model with 6
modes (si), where the total extra stress is given by Eq. (2).

sp ¼
X4

i¼1

si ð2Þ

Each mode of the PTT model obeys the differential constitutive
Eq. (3), where k is the relaxation time, gp is the viscosity coefficient
and n is a coefficient accounting for the slip between the polymer
molecules and the continuum medium. si

r
denotes the upper

convected derivative [4] and the function YðtrsiÞ ¼ 1þ ektrsi=gp

depends on the trace of the stress tensor and introduces the
coefficient e, which is inversely proportional to the extensional
viscosity.

YðtrspÞsp þ k s
$

p
þ n

2
kf _c � sp þ sp � _cg ¼ gp _c ð3Þ

The parameters of the adjusted PTT models are listed in Table 3
and compared with experimental data in Figs. 3–5. The adjustment
of the PTT model was based on the measurements of shear viscos-
ity and normal stresses in steady shear and of G0 and G00 in small
oscillatory shear flow (SAOS), as explained below.

In Fig. 4 the loss and storage moduli obtained in small ampli-
tude oscillatory shear flow (SAOS) for the two solutions are plotted.
The loss modulus (G00) is slightly higher than the storage modulus
(G0) for the XG solution, whereas for the PAA solution G0 is higher
than G00, indicating that both solutions are moderately elastic, with
the PAA solution more elastic than XG.

In Fig. 5 the measured first normal stress difference coefficient
is plotted against the shear rate for the two solutions and com-
pared with the predictions by the PTT model. These differ from
the experimental data especially at large shear rates, but the
uncertainty in the measurement of W1 is large because the solu-
tions are not very concentrated and the normal stress difference
is rather low.

The relaxation time of each fluid was determined using two
methods: from measurements of G0 and G00 in SAOS and using the
capillary break-up rheometer. To determine the relaxation time
from SAOS (kSAOS) we followed the approach described in Bird
et al. [4], where

kSAOS ¼ lim
x!0

G0=x
G00

ð4Þ

This is essentially equivalent to fitting the G0 and G00 rheological
behavior of a fluid by a Maxwell model with N modes (where kk

and gk are the relaxation time and viscosity coefficient of each
mode) and then determine kSAOS as

kSAOS ¼
XN

k¼1

gkkk

gk
ð5Þ

This yielded values of kSAOS = 9.2 s for the XG solution and
kSAOS = 13.6 s for the PAA solution.

To determine the relaxation time using the capillary break-up
rheometer (Haake CaBER 1, Thermo Scientific), measurements
were also conducted at 25 �C for the PAA solution, but at 15 �C
for the XG solution (at 25 �C the filament breakup with XG was
too fast to attain elasto-capillary thinning). Here, the liquid sample
is put between two circular plates of 4 mm diameter, which are ini-
tially separated by a gap of 2 mm and 3 mm for the XG and PAA
solution, respectively. Then, an axial step strain is imposed to sep-
arate the plates to the final gap of 8.4 mm and 12.2 mm, respec-
tively for the XG and PAA solutions, and subsequently the
diameter of the liquid thread D(t) is monitored while it relaxes un-
til breakup under the action of elastic and capillary forces. The



Table 2
Parameters of Carreau-Yasuda model adjusted to the non-Newtonian solutions.

Fluid q (kg/m3) l0 (Pa s) l1 (Pa s) K (s) a n K (Pa sn)

0.2% XG 1000 2.3242 0.00996 11.6875 0.50339 0.3454 –
0.125% PAA 1000 0.4378 0.00314 5.6179 0.7422 0.4285 –

Table 3
Parameters of the multimode Phan-Thien–Tanner model adjusted to the non-
Newtonian data.

Mode lk (Pa s) kk (s) e n

0.2% XG
1 0.517 16.41 0.25 0.25
2 0.240 2.642 0.25 0.25
3 0.140 0.540 0.25 0.25
4 0.067 0.110 0.25 0.25
5 0.038 0.008 0.25 0.25
6 0.004 0.068 0.25 0.25

0.125% PAA
1 1.15 18.0 0.25 0.2
2 0.293 3.15 0.25 0.2
3 0.096 0.737 0.25 0.2
4 0.031 0.168 0.25 0.2
5 0.011 0.039 0.25 0.2
6 0.010 0.006 0.25 0.2

Fig. 4. Loss (G00) and storage (G0) moduli for the PAA and XG polymer solutions at
25 �C (symbols) and comparison with fitted PTT models (lines).

Fig. 5. Variation of the first normal stress difference with the shear rate for the XG
and PAA solutions at 25 �C (symbols) and comparison with fitted PTT models (lines).

Fig. 6. Exponential decay of filament diameter during a CaBER experiment for PAA
at 25 �C and XG at 15 �C.
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relaxation time is determined from the fitting to the experimental
decay of log[D(t)] versus t in the elasto-capillary thinning regime
and yielded a value of kCaBER = 10 ms for the XG solution and of
kCaBER = 40 ms for the PAA solution. Fig. 6 show the corresponding
diameter decays and fittings for the XG and PAA solutions. Using
the time-temperature superposition principle, the relaxation time
determined at 15 �C for the XG solution was converted to the
working temperature (cf. [26] noting the mistake there with the
application of the principle to the relaxation time).

On a final note we would like to point out that fluid rheology,
and in particular the relaxation time and other elastic properties,
are very sensitive to the protocol for manufacturing the fluids. In
this case, for which large volumes of fluid must be prepared, it is
also necessary to pump fluid around the rig to guarantee homoge-
nization and the removal of air bubbles that impairs optical mea-
surements. This pumping degrades the fluid and decreases the
magnitude of the material properties to values which are lower
than for fresh samples or for fluids made in small amounts using
low speed magnetic stirrers (as when preparing samples for
microfluidics).

4. Experimental flow results

4.1. Fully-developed flow in the rectangular duct

Transverse profiles of streamwise velocity were measured along
the rectangular duct and compared with theoretical expressions
for fully-developed flow. The Reynolds number used, Re� in Eq.
(6), was defined by Kozicki et al. [17]. The generalized Kozicki Rey-
nolds number is based on the mean inlet velocity, U, measured by
the flowmeter, and the length scale is the hydraulic diameter of the
rectangular channel. Parameters a and b take on the following val-
ues: a = 0.4311 and b = 0.9281 for an aspect ratio of 13.

Re� ¼ qðUÞ2�nDn
H

8n�1k bþ a
n

� �n ð6Þ

The Weissenberg number, Wi, is also calculated on the basis
of the hydraulic diameter and the bulk velocity in the inlet



Fig. 7. Streamwise velocity profile at x/H = �5.7 for aqueous solution of 0.2% XG at
Re� = 200 and Wi = 0.092: comparison between measurements (symbols) and
theoretical data (lines).

0
x/H
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rectangular duct as in Eq. (7). The relaxation time used is that
determined in the CaBER measurements.

Wi ¼ kCaBERU
DH

ð7Þ

The velocity data are, from now on, normalized by the bulk
velocity at the rectangular channel (U), the x and y coordinates
are normalized by the height of the inlet duct (H) and the z coordi-
nate by the half-width of the channel (W).

In Figs. 7 and 8, the measured profiles for the XG and PAA solu-
tions, both for Re� = 200 in the fully developed region (x/H = �5.7),
are compared with the theoretical data for the corresponding par-
allel plate flow (AR =1), respectively. The corresponding Wi are
0.092 and 0.22 for the flows of XG and PAA solutions. The plot
includes experimental data for a Newtonian fluid at the same Koz-
icki Reynolds number as well as the corresponding analytical pro-
files for AR =1 and AR = 13. Across most of the channel the
Newtonian data lies on the AR = 13 curve except near the centre
plane where it lies between the two analytical solutions and at
2.5% away from the AR = 13 profile. The data for the PAA solution
lies on the theoretical curves meanwhile for the XG solution there
u/U

y/
H

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
0
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0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Experimental
AR=
AR= Newtonian
AR=13 Newtonian
Re*=200 Newtonian

Fig. 8. Streamwise velocity profile at x/H = �5.7 for aqueous solution of 0.125% PAA
at Re� = 200: and Wi = 0.22: comparison between measurements (symbols) and
theoretical data (lines).
is a difference of 2% well within experimental uncertainty. Fig. 7
also includes the predicted velocity profile for a purely viscous
Generalized Newtonian fluid represented by the Carreau-Yasuda
fitting to the 0.2% XG solution and the difference in relation to
the measured data is also of the order of 2%, but with the opposite
sign.

Velocity profiles were also measured from one end wall to the
other end wall to check for symmetry relative to the x–y centre-
plane. For all flow cases the profiles were shown to be symmetric,
but the corresponding figures are not shown for compactness.
Additionally, it was found that the presence of the end walls is
not felt in the bulk of the flow, between z/W = ±0.6 for XG solution
and z/W = ±0.5 for PAA solution.

For the non-Newtonian solutions the velocities in the center of
the duct, are lower than those for the Newtonian solutions, be-
cause of the shear-thinning behaviour of the non-Newtonian
solutions.

4.2. Approach flow and impinging flow region

The progression of the streamwise velocity at the end of the
rectangular duct and in the impinging jet region is shown in Figs. 9
and 10 along the x-y centre-plane for the XG and PAA solutions,
respectively. Figs. 9 and 10 include data for a Newtonian fluid at
the same Reynolds number, Re� = 200. The first profile, at x/
H = �5.7, corresponds to the fully-developed flow inside the chan-
nel. At x/H = �0.4 the effect of the plate is still rather weak, with
values of velocity differing from the fully-developed profile by less
than 2.5%. For the non-Newtonian solutions, this difference is high-
er, especially for the PAA solution. The decrease of velocity near the
centreline and the flow acceleration near the walls are clearly seen
as the fluid approaches the plate, especially after the fluid exits the
rectangular duct, i.e., when there is a large drop in u-velocity in the
center and the no-slip condition ceases to apply because the upper
and lower walls are absent. These measurements were carried out
from the top to the bottom wall and showed symmetry relative to
the x–z centre-plane for all cases; these are not shown for com-
pactness. As happens in the entrance duct, at the same position,
the velocities at the center are higher for the Newtonian case and
this is again related to the shear-thinning behavior of the non-
Newtonian solutions used.
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Fig. 9. Transverse profiles of streamwise velocity for 0.2% XG (symbols) and
Newtonian (symbols with lines) solutions at the end of the duct and in the impact
region for Re� = 200.
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Fig. 12. Variation of the velocity profile of the longitudinal component (u) in the
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Fig. 13. Acceleration profile in the symmetry plane, z/W = 0, for Re� = 200.
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Figs. 9 and 10 also show symmetry relative to x–z centre-plane.
As happens in the entrance duct, at the same position, the veloci-
ties at the center are higher for the Newtonian case and this is
again related to the shear-thinning behavior of the non-Newtonian
solutions used.

Fig. 11 represents the streamwise evolution of the streamwise
velocity along the central axis (uc) in the region �0.4 6 x/H 6 0.8,
i.e., at the end of the rectangular duct (x < 0) as well as in the
impinging region above the plate (x > 0) and also the correspond-
ing profile for Newtonian fluids. The velocity has been normalised
by the corresponding fully-developed centreline velocity at z/W = 0
in the duct (U0). The decrease of uc/U0 is of only about 10% inside
the duct and the strong flow deceleration is seen in the vicinity
of the impinging plate (0.2 6 x/H 6 0.8). Even though the flow is
essentially controlled by inertia, we can see that the velocity
reduction is slightly higher in the impinging zone (x/H > 0.4) for
the PAA solution comparatively to the XG solution and to the
Newtonian fluid. This is so because the PAA flow is more elastic
than the other fluids and consequently the developed normal stres-
ses, and its corresponding streamwise gradients, are higher than
for the other fluids. Therefore, the PAA solution will start to deviate
earlier from the plate than the Newtonian and XG solutions.

From the measured velocity data we also calculated the normal
gradient of the streamwise velocity, which is plotted in Fig. 12 in
the following dimensionless form.
_e� ¼ @u
@x

DH

U0
ð8Þ
Similarly, Fig. 13 plots for all flows the dimensionless streamwise
advective acceleration as in Eq. (9).
a� ¼ u
@u
@x

DH

U2
0

ð9Þ

The dimensionless normal gradient of the streamwise velocity
is now higher for the PAA solution than for the XG and Newtonian
solutions, for 0.2 6 x/H 6 0.5, with the peak value at x/H = 0.5,
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whereas for the other solution it occurs at x/H = 0.6, i.e. there is an
advance of the peak of the nondimensional variation of the stream-
wise velocity.

The acceleration is negative, meaning deceleration, and the re-
gion of strongest deceleration is between 0 6 x/H 6 0.5. As the fluid
further approaches the plate, the deceleration drops to zero since
the plate is impermeable (cf. Fig. 13). Note that due to blockage
of the laser beams by the solid walls, we could not measure close
to the impinging plate. The peak of the deceleration occurs for
the PAA and Newtonian solution at x/H = 0.3 and the highest value
occurs for the PAA solution. Nevertheless, as we approach the
impinging plate the deceleration of the PAA solution is less intense
than that observed for the other fluids. This behavior agrees with
the previous observation of a higher effect of elasticity over the
deceleration still in the interior of the duct. Note that the PAA solu-
tion is composed by flexible molecules, while the XG solution is
composed by semi-rigid molecules.
Fig. 15. Vertical velocity profiles at z/W = 0.45 in the cell (a) Newtonian, O Re� = 100 and
Wi = 0.22. Symbols correspond to experimental data and lines pertain to the correspon
Carreau-Yasuda model fit to the 0.2% XG solution (b).
4.3. Flow within the cell

The flow symmetry inside the test cell, relative to the x–z cen-
tre-plane, was assessed for all flows by performing measurements
of the streamwise velocity at symmetric y/H planes in the 4 mm
thick outlet channels. These provided profiles of v at y/H = +4.9
(upper channel) and –v at y/H = �4.9 (lower channel), which com-
pared well for all flows within the experimental uncertainty. These
profiles were not taken at z/W = 0, but at z/W = 0.45 to avoid block-
age of the laser beams by the walls. This location is inside the
region �0.6 6 z/W 6 +0.6, where the streamwise velocity is unaf-
fected by the end walls, as shown in Section 4.1. For all flows,
the difference between both velocity profiles is small showing that
there is symmetry relative to x–z centre-plane. However, the upper
and lower profiles do not collapse as well as in the inlet duct and
impinging plate region, showing in one case some deviations,
which we attribute to a less successful positioning of the impinging
DRe� = 200; (b) 0.2% XG at Re� = 200 and Wi = 0.092; (c) 0.125% PAA at Re� = 200 and
ding numerical predictions for the Newtonian solution at Re� = 200 (a) and for the
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plate to set the 4 mm channel thickness. This is achieved by four
screws with the help of spacers, which need to be removed prior
to the final screw tightening, leading to an estimated uncertainty
that could be as much as 150 lm from the intended 4 mm separa-
tion, which by itself represents already ±3.8% of the channel thick-
ness on each side (upper and lower outlet channels). It is also
important to refer that the flow visualizations did not show signs
of top-bottom flow asymmetry.

In all flows, two recirculation zones were observed near the in-
clined plane walls, one near each wall as shown in the streamline
plots of Fig. 14. There the flow inside the cell refers to the upper
side, with Fig. 14a and b for XG and PAA, respectively. These
streamlines were produced as stream-traces by Tecplot from the
input of experimental v and u velocity data (2D data) at the various
measured planes. To draw the stream-traces, Tecplot produces
additional velocity data points by interpolation based on the
experimental data and the additional input of a zero velocity at
the sloping and flat walls.

In Fig. 15, profiles of the measured (symbols) and computed
(lines) vertical velocity component inside the cell are shown for
Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids in the laminar regime.
Fig. 15a plots Newtonian profiles for Re� = 100 and Re� = 200; for
Re� = 100 there is no flow separation whereas for Re� = 200 the nor-
malized length of the recirculation zone is LR/H = 0.25. Fig. 15b and
c plot the non-Newtonian results for the XG and PAA solutions at
Re� = 200, respectively. The lengths of the recirculation are LR/
H = 0.35 and LR/H = 0.30 for the XG and PAA solutions respectively,
showing that the non-Newtonian behavior enhances the extension
of separated flow region. Note that the negative velocities in the
separated flow region are very small compared with the main
stream flow (of the order of 0.001 of U), but nevertheless there is
a separated flow region as is also shown in the Newtonian flow
visualization of Fig. 16. The experimental data for LR were deter-
mined from the detailed velocity measurements by LDA of the
velocity component parallel to the inclined wall using a fine mesh
of points (the points closest to the wall were at 0.5 mm from the
wall). This provided a ‘‘streamwise’’ profile of the ‘‘streamwise’’
velocity component (‘‘streamwise’’ here in the sense of parallel to
the inclined wall) having negative velocities in regions inside the
separated flow region and positive velocities after reattachment.
LR was determined from an interpolation to zero velocity in this
profile. It should also be mentioned that the ‘‘streamwise’’ positive
and negative velocities in this region were extremely small.
Fig. 16. Flow visualization with glycerol–water at Re� = 200.
Fig. 15a and b include also velocity profiles obtained from the
purely viscous 3D numerical predictions explained in Section 5
(Newtonian model (a) and Carreau-Yasuda (b) model of Fig. 3,
respectively). The comparison is reasonable, but computed veloci-
ties slightly over predict the measurements near the inclined plate
and under predict them near the impinging plate.

The Newtonian flow visualization picture in Fig. 16 also shows
the growth of the boundary layers by the wall jets along the
impinging plate.
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for a Newtonian solution at the same Reynolds number. (For interpretation of the
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this article.)
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4.4. Three dimensional effect

The complexity of the flow inside the cell, and the effect of the
flat side walls combine to create a characteristic three-dimensional
effect near these flat walls, which eliminates the separated flow re-
gions there, as previously found for Newtonian fluids [5]. This three
dimensional flow feature was visualized and is shown and dis-
cussed in this section.

Some spanwise profiles of the vertical mean velocity measured
inside the cell are plotted in Figs. 17 and 18 for the solutions of XG
and PAA, respectively. They exhibit negative velocities since they
were measured in the lower half of the cell test section. The pro-
files show that local maxima and minima in the vertical velocity
are stronger near the sloping wall and at the beginning of the nar-
rowing cell than elsewhere. Simultaneously, no separated flow re-
gions are seen to exist near the flat side walls. Flow visualizations
with a dye injection technique and especially with small tracer
bubbles have shown the existence of a helical flow motion near
the inclined wall. Fluid particles entering the separated flow region
rotate away from the center and flow towards the side walls. Be-
fore reaching these end walls, the fluid particles in helical motion
exit the separated flow region, which vanishes, and merge with
the main flow nearer to the inclined plate. Further away from
the inclined wall, the main flow near the flat side wall is actually
swirling as will be shown by the numerical results in Section 5.3.
Since the swirl velocities are much smaller than the streamwise
velocities we could not see it in the flow visualizations, but it is
the combination of these effects that create the near wall peaks
seen in Figs. 17 and 18. In Fig. 17, for the XG solution, these near
wall peaks are observed at z/W � ±0.9 for y/H = 1.65, x/H = 0.525,
just downstream of the separated flow (these are indicated by
arrows in the figures) and they were confirmed by the numerical
calculations for the Newtonian fluid and the purely viscous
Carreau-Yasuda model fit to the viscosity of the 0.2% XG solution
also plotted, hence these are not due to viscoelasticity. Further
downstream, along the converging channel, the velocities rise
due to continuity, but there are still traces of a perturbation in
the velocity profiles taken at z/W � ±0.95 for y/H = 3.1, and x/
H = 0.675 (c.f. Fig. 17). For the PAA solution, the peak is stronger
than the peak for the XG solution and they are both stronger than
for the Newtonian fluid as we can see in Figs. 17 and 18. Therefore,
the experiments suggest that non-Newtonian behavior enhances
these effects and consequently the near wall jet. The closed sym-
bols are the reflection of the velocity profile on one side of the duct
onto the other half showing that there is symmetry relative to x–y
centre-plane. These flow features will be confirmed and in the
numerical simulations of section 5.
Table 4
Grid information.

Grid Block1

Nx/fx Ny/fy Nz/fz

M15 50/0.8926 15/1 15/1.0494
M20 67/0.9183 20/1 20/1.03683
M20 a) 67/0.9183 20/1 120/1.0061
M30 100/0.9448 30/1 30/1.0244
M30 a) 100/0.9448 30/1 60/1.01213
M30 b) 100/0.9448 30/1 70/1.0104
M40 133/0.9583 40/1 40/1.0183

Block3

M15 20/1 88/1.0005 15/1.0494
M20 26/1 117/1.0004 20/1.03683
M20 a) 26/1 117/1.0004 120/1.0061
M30 39/1 175/1.0003 30/1.0244
M30 a) 39/1 175/1.0003 60/1.11213
M30 b) 39/1 175/1.0003 70/1.0104
M40 52/1 233/1.00020 40/1.01825
5. Numerical results

5.1. Governing equations

The basic equations solved are those for 3-D, incompressible
and isothermal laminar flow for constant density purely viscous
generalized Newtonian fluids, where the viscosity only depends
on the second invariant of the strain-rate tensor (Sij). In Cartesian
index notation, the governing equations are the continuity
equation:

@ui

@xi
¼ 0 ð10Þ

and the equation of linear momentum :

@qui

@t
þ @qujui

@xj
¼ � @p

@xi
þ @sij

@xj
ð11Þ

where ui is the velocity component along the Cartesian coordinate
xi, q the fluid density, p the pressure and sij the extra stress tensor.
These equations allow the determination of the velocity and pres-
sure flow fields. A fully-implicit finite-volume method is used to
solve Eqs. (10) and (11). The in-house numerical code allows the
use of a number of different constitutive equations for viscoelastic
and purely viscous generalized Newtonian fluids and has been
extensively validated and documented in the literature [2,3,8].
The latter is the case in this work and the Generalized Newtonian
fluid model of Eq. (12) is used, where the viscosity function is given
by the power-law model (Eq. (1)), and the scalar shear rate ( _c) is de-
fined on the basis of the second invariant of the strain-rate tensor
_c �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2SijSij

p
with Sij = (oui/oxj + ouj/oxi)/2.

sij ¼ gð _cÞ @ui

@xj
þ @uj

@xi
� 2

3
@uk

@xk
dij

� �
ð12Þ

For validation purposes numerical predictions are compared
with experimental data for Newtonian and the non-Newtonian
xanthan gum solution at Re⁄ = 200 (and Wi = 0.092 for the XG solu-
tion). For both polymer solutions viscoelastic calculations were at-
tempted using the Phan-Thien—Tanner rheological constitutive
equation [25] fit to the rheology of the fluids, but unfortunately
none of these 3D viscoelastic simulations converged in this flow,
even when using such techniques as the matrix-logarithm of the
conformation tensor [14], which was implemented in our finite
volume code by Afonso et al. [1]. For these reasons we limit the
comparison to calculations for the purely viscous Generalized
Newtonian model and to the xanthan gum solution, which is sig-
nificantly less elastic than the PAA solution. Since the xanthan
Block2

Nx/fx Ny/fy Nz/fz

20/1 15/1 15/1.0494
26/1 20/1 20/1.03683
26/1 20/1 120/1.0061
39/1 30/1 30/1.0244
39/1 30/1 60/1.01213
39/1 30/1 70/1.0104
52/1 40/1 40/1.0183

Block4 No. of total cells

20/1 38/1.0736 15/1.0494 53,550
26/1 50/1.0547 20/1.03683 124,040
26/1 50/1.0547 120/1.0061 744,240
39/1 75/1.0003 30/1.0244 417,600
39/1 75/1.0003 60/1.01213 835,200
39/1 75/1.0003 70/1.0104 974,400
52/1 100/1.01825 40/1.01825 988,640
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gum is made from semi-rigid molecules [18] the elasticity of its
solutions is felt more sensibly in flows with small deformation
than in flows with large deformations as in this case [29]. Hence
its approximation by a purely viscous model is reasonable as will
be shown. Nevertheless, this xanthan gum solution can still exhibit
dramatic elastic effects as in turbulent pipe flow, as demonstrated
by Escudier et al. [9].

5.2. Numerical procedure and validation

The numerical method is briefly outlined below as it has been
described in detail in Oliveira [22]. The numerical simulations were
carried out with a finite-volume method using non-orthogonal col-
located grids and second order accurate differencing schemes to
discretize all terms of the transport equations [23,24]. The main
code is interfaced with a mesh generation pre-processor and ade-
quate data post-processor, as described in Oliveira [22]. The basic
differencing schemes were central differences for the diffusion
terms and a high-resolution method, CUBISTA described in Alves
et al. [2,3], for the convective terms. The solution algorithm was
a modified version of the SIMPLEC algorithm of Van Doormal and
Raithby [28] adapted for time marching as explained in Issa and
Oliveira [15], where details to evaluate mass fluxes at cell faces
are given.

Symmetry in terms of planes x–y and plane x–z was considered
(Fig. 2b), based on the experimental work presented in previous
sections and on preliminary numerical tests done to assess the
adequacy of the computational domain. Therefore, the numerical
domain adopted is just a quarter of the physical domain. Symmetry
conditions were assumed on the two symmetry center planes, and
at the wall, all the velocity components were set to zero. At the in-
let of the rectangular duct, the flow profile was set to uniform.

The computational grids were generated using patched blocks,
one for the inlet of the channel, two for the cell zone, and one for
the outlet of the channel. A schematic representation of the blocks
used in the numerical simulations is shown in Fig. 2b and details of
the mesh are given in Table 4, listing the number of internal cells in
the three directions (Nx,Ny,Nz) and the corresponding geometric
expansion (or contraction) factors for mesh spacing (fx, fy, fz). The
mesh spacing was non-uniform, with control volumes concen-
trated in the test cell zone. The expansion factors used were care-
fully chosen to guarantee a smooth variation in the whole domain,
in particular at the interfaces between the mesh-generating blocks.
Several tests with different grids were initially performed to assess
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Fig. 19. Recirculation length, for Re� = 200 (Newtonian fluid), along z dimension for
several meshes.
the adequate size of the discrete domain as well as the degree of
grid refinement required for grid-independent results.

In the grid tests, we analyze the behavior of the length (LR) of
the separated regions attached to the sloped walls (c.f. Fig. 2b). This
recirculation length varies along the spanwise direction and Fig. 19
shows its variation for different meshes for n = 1 (Newtonian fluid)
at a Reynolds number of the rectangular duct flow of Re� = 200.
Grid M40 is the finest, leading to just under 4 million degrees of
freedom, a large computational cost. Consequently, most simula-
tions were carried out using grid M30 a). Even though, there is a
5% difference in the length of the recirculation at the symmetry
plane z/W = 0, relative to the value predicted by grid M40, the com-
putational cost is not too high and hence its selection for the
remaining numerical investigation. Note also that the used grid
M30 a) is actually finer than grid M40 in the spanwise direction
in order to better resolve variations along z.

For these purely viscous calculations the viscosity of the XG
solution was fitted with the Carreau-Yasuda model (Eq. (2)), which
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Fig. 21. Spanwise profile of streamwise velocity within the cell for 0.2% XG at
Re� = 200 at y/H = 1.65, x/H = 0.525 (see also inset): experiments (symbols) and
numerical (line).
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had the rheological parameters listed in Table 2. The validation is
carried out with three sets of data:

(1) Predicted transverse profiles of streamwise velocity along
the rectangular duct are compared with analytical solutions
for fully-developed flow pertaining to AR =1 and with
experimental data. This comparison is shown in Fig. 7 and
is aimed to ensure that the flow is completely fully-devel-
oped well upstream the inlet of the cell. The differences
observed are within experimental uncertainty;

(2) Transverse profiles of streamwise velocity within the cell
shown in Fig. 15 (again the comparison is quite good even
for the 0.2% XG fluid) and below in Fig. 20;

(3) Spanwise profiles of streamwise velocity within the cell in
Fig. 21.

In Fig. 20 the experimental transverse profiles of the stream-
wise velocity at y/H = 0.8 and z/W = 0.45 are represented and com-
pared with the results from the numerical simulation for Re� = 200.
Here, the flow is no longer fully-developed and there is no analyt-
ical solution. As we can see, there is a fairly good agreement be-
tween the numerical and experimental data. The differences
between predictions and experiments for the 0.2% XG solution
are larger than for the Newtonian case (not shown here for con-
ciseness), but it must be reminded that the XG solution is suffi-
ciently viscoelastic to affect the mean flow [7], whereas here
only the viscous behavior is captured by the adopted constitutive
equation. The fluid elasticity generates an imbalance of the normal
stresses, which will create a secondary flow in the fully-developed
rectangular duct flow, leading to changes in the streamwise veloc-
ity. The secondary flow is weak and we could not measure it in the
rectangular duct, but it could explain the observed differences in
the shape of the streamwise velocity profile. A better prediction
will need to be carried out in the future using an adequate consti-
tutive equation to model the elastic properties of this solution.

Inside the cell, a spanwise profile of streamwise velocity at
y/H = 1.65 x/H = 0.525 is represented in Fig. 21 and we can see that
the predicted and measured velocity profiles have the same shape,
in spite of a difference of about 8%. It is also important to remark
that the calculations were able to reproduce the small oscillation
near the wall as seen in the experiments.

The effects of inertia and shear-thinning on the recirculation
length are numerically investigated next.
5.3. Recirculation length and three-dimensional effect

The numerical results in this section are from a parametric
investigation carried out exclusively with the Generalized Newto-
nian model with the viscosity function given by the power law in
order to assess the effect of shear-thinning on the flow character-
istics. Fig. 22 shows the evolution of the normalized recirculation
length (LR) along the spanwise direction (z/W) for Newtonian fluids
(n = 1). The recirculation length is constant from the symmetry
plane (z/W = 0) until the presence of the vertical flat walls is felt,
i.e. at z/W = 0.90 where the recirculation bubble tends to disappear.
This influence of the sidewall depends on Reynolds number,
increasing with Re�.

Fig. 23 shows the influence of the power law index n on the
recirculation length at a constant Reynolds number (Re� = 200).
Generally, there is a small increase in LR as the power law index
n increases. The recirculation length is almost constant in the span-
wise direction (z/W) for all values of n, showing a slight increase at



Fig. 25. Flow streaklines within the cell for Re� = 200 and n = 0.6: (a) starting at z/W � 0 inside the separated flow region; (b) starting at the exit of the inlet duct (x/H � 0) and
near the flat side wall.
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Fig. 26. Effect of Re� and n on the side wall swirling flow: (a) location of the eye of the swirl at various planes y/H; (b) normalized streamwise velocity of the swirl axis.
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the end of the central plateau and before its decrease to zero near
the side wall. This effect is especially seen at low values of the
power law index.

The combined influence of Re� and n on LR at the z/W = 0 centre
plane is plotted in Fig. 24. It is clear that the largest effect of Rey-
nolds number is for n = 0.2 due to the strong shear-thinning nature
of the fluid, whereas at low Reynolds numbers the influence of n is
somewhat limited. Additionally, there is a change of behavior
around Re� = 200: for Re� < 200 the recirculation length increases
for increasing values of the power index, while the reverse occurs
for Re� > 200.

The three-dimensional effects reported in the experiments were
also observed numerically (cf. Figs. 18 and 21), which allowed a
more detailed investigation. The streaklines of Fig. 25a, drawn from
the purely viscous non-Newtonian predictions at Re� = 200 and
n = 0.6, show the three-dimensional flow inside the separated flow
region to consist of a helical fluid motion along the spanwise direc-
tion from the centre of the cell towards the flat walls. Before reach-
ing the flat side walls, the fluid in helical motion exits the
separated flow region and joins the main flow creating a jet near
the side wall, but still close to the inclined plate. Away from the in-
clined plate, the fluid that exits the rectangular inlet channel near
the side wall turns into the vertical channel and now swirls as
shown in the streakline plot of Fig. 25b. So, the oscillation in the
velocity profiles seen in Figs. 17, 18 and 21 and consequent peak
velocity near the flat side wall are the result of a complex interac-
tion between the flat side wall, the flow exiting the separated flow
region and the swirling motion of the fluid.

To investigate the influence of Reynolds number and shear-
thinning on these three-dimensional features, the position of the
swirl axis and its streamwise velocity (vc) are shown in normalized
form in Fig. 26a and b, respectively. The streamwise velocity at the
center of the swirl is normalized with the bulk velocity in the inlet
channel and for convenience a quantity of 1 is subtracted. The
streaklines of Fig. 25b already indicated that the center of the swirl
moves away from the flat side wall as the fluid moves downstream.
Fig. 26a quantifies this variation showing that simultaneously the
swirl center also approaches the impinging plate (x direction). This
is to be expected because the channel thickness decreases as the
inclined plate moves closer to the impinging plate when y/H
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increases. Simultaneously, the normalized streamwise velocity at
the swirl center increases (note the minus sign in Fig. 26b), as ex-
pected by continuity y.

The variation of the swirl axis position and of the magnitude of
vc along this axis are affected by shear-thinning, but especially by
inertia. As inertia increases the swirl axis becomes more distorted,
i.e., it varies more in both x and z directions than at lower Reynolds
numbers, whereas the streamwise velocity variations become
much less pronounced. Shear-thinning enhances these variations
in the same direction of inertia, i.e., the position of the swirl axis
varies even more on decreasing n and the variation of velocity vc

becomes even less pronounced.

6. Conclusions

The flow fields created by laminar non-Newtonian liquid jets
emanating from a fully-developed rectangular duct flow and
impinging on a flat plate inside a cell confined by an inclined plane
wall have been studied in detail experimentally using LDA and
flow visualization techniques and complemented by some numer-
ical predictions. The flow field in the approach rectangular duct
was allowed to fully-develop prior to exiting the duct and hitting
the impinging plate. The flow in the bulk of the rectangular inlet
duct was not influenced by the presence of the end walls due to
the large aspect ratio used (AR = 13). Inside the inlet duct and in
the cell, the flow was always symmetric in relation to the x–y
and x–z centre-planes.

The study indicates the presence of a recirculation attached to
the sloping wall, the size of which increased with Reynolds num-
ber. Its normalised lengths, LR/H, are of 0.35 and 0.3 for the XG
and PAA solutions, respectively and 0.35 for a Newtonian fluid at
the same Reynolds number (Re� = 200).

A three dimensional effect was found inside the test cell, which
was characterized by a wall jet near the sidewalls, and the concom-
itant absence of a separated flow region there. A symmetric helical
motion of separated fluid was visualized from the x–y centre-plane
towards the sidewalls, confirming the characteristics measured by
LDA, for the Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. The wall jet is
stronger for the PAA solution than for the XG solution and they
are both stronger than for the Newtonian fluid, showing that the
non-Newtonian behaviour enhances the strength of the helical
flow and the near wall jet.

The numerical predictions for the Newtonian fluid compared
very well with experimental data. For the non-Newtonian fluids
the predictions using a generalized Newtonian model were not
as good due to the elasticity of the fluids used in the experiments.
Nevertheless the differences between predictions and experiments
were small, not exceeding 8%. The numerical predictions captured
the 3D effects observed by flow visualization and provided physical
insight. The calculations were carried out for Re� between 100 and
800 and showed that LR increased with Re�, regardless the power
law index, but shear-thinning made the behavior non-monotonic:
at low Re� the largest value of LR pertained to Newtonian fluids,
whereas at large Re� the Newtonian fluids had the smallest value
of LR.
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